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He is the author of numerous books on Communication and the media, Networks and Territories. He also wrote about Henri Saint-Simon and saint-simonianism. He co-directed the critical edition of the Complete Works of Henri Saint-Simon published at the PUF (2012) in the "Quadrigie" collection.

Associate Fellow and scientific advisor for the IAS-Nantes, Pierre Musso has also lead the collective work “After Paris 13.11.15”, Manucius publishing house (april 2016).

**Theme**

The name Henri Saint-Simon (1760-1825) is more famous than his work which has undergone countless distorting interpretations, starting with the Saint-Simonian school. Having had a major influence in the 19th century, his work is at the origin of some of the most important contemporary ideologies. Four main schools of thought have resulted directly from the thinking of Saint-Simon:

- Auguste Comte’s positivism (his disciple and colleague);
- socialisms including that of Pierre Leroux, Proudhon’s anarchist thought, and especially Marxism;
- a movement of sociology inaugurated by Emile Durkheim and Marcel Mauss;
- the Saint-Simonian school, which was itself multifaceted.

Saint-Simon brought sociological issues to the forefront, particularly the concept of society and social change. He even devised a new social system then researched a method to achieve it. One preoccupation constantly permeated his thinking: “how to find a combination that would help make the transition from old to new social regime”. After the French Revolution which he regarded as being incomplete, Saint-Simon wanted to change the status quo for the benefit of “the poorest class”, paving the way for socialism.